
 

When you play video games they are usually in a state of locked-in. You cannot move away from a certain point in the map or
level, or do anything that is not in that specific area. And while this can be a good thing when it comes to creating an immersive
environment, it also means any exploration opportunities ars lost to you, and all the side quests - which often add hours onto the
gameplay time - will never be found. Well, not any more. IGI 1 Unlocked All Missions is a small little application that unlocks
all the missions in IGI 1: Covert Strike, including the hidden ones. The program also has a few other functions that help you do
things like find all the weapon caches and collectibles if you don't feel like going through the entire game again to find them all
by yourself. The program is simple to use and does its job very well. No bells and whistles, just a nice little program that does
what it says on the tin. NOTE: Uninstalling old versions of this program will not disable Windows from recognizing IGI 1 as a
valid executable for running at startup, only deleting the . dll file will do this. Simply delete igi1valid.dll from your windows
system32 directory. This program does not modify or edit your game files in any way, it simply adds several taskbar buttons to
the game's executable game.exe which launches the unlocked missions. It does not enable unlimited ammo or invincibility, but it
does make all the extra weapons available to you along with their ammo type, found in weapon caches scattered throughout the
game (like gold bars).

Older versions of the application were detectible by PunkBuster Anti-Cheat software and resulted in a ban even if you followed
uninstallation instructions correctly, however newer versions are deemed safe and are not detectable. 
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  Download and Install Some Tips and Tricks: 

  New version is offline, but can be found at third party download sites. If you have old version of this file you can still
download it from the links below. I know that some of these links contains no viruses, but don't trust them all, just download
from the official links that is linked to me on this page.
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